
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Announcement of the Earth Dollar Celebrating 2 Days of Peace at the United 

Nations 

United Nations New York City, New York - September 21-22, 2016 

Mother Earth Trust in alliance with Indigenous nations announces the launch of a new currency and 

decentralized economic system that protects life called the Earth Dollar, where wealth is generated by 

Caring for the Planet and Caring for One Another.  

Indigenous Nations around the world are gathering in discussions to unify into a permanent confederacy 

of nations with the creation of a building like the United Nations. Unity and friendship treaties will be 

signed at the UN and around the world to protect Mother Earth.  While not the only and last time for 

this signing, this event marks the first of many to bring together other Indigenous Nations across the 

world. 

Joining as a leader and historian for the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe, is Ladonna Brave Bull Allard 

Tamakawastewin who sends the message, “Mni Wic'oni water is life.  We have to stand for the water.”  

The Earth dollar is a solution that makes the stand for the preservation and protection of our natural 

resources.  With land and natural capital assets already pledged by several Indigenous groups, the Earth 

Dollar acts as a practical solution for the social and economical well-being for this planet.  

With the blockchain technology in its finishing stages, Earth Dollar is on track to its public ICO (Initial 

Coin Offering) alongside a campaign with its goal to bring together Indigenous leaders around the world 

in the signing and updating of treaties in a declaration of a Sovereign Free Nations.   

At the United Nations, founder of the Earth Dollar and Mother Earth Trust, David Kam shares, “The Earth 

Dollar can fundamentally change everything!  No longer will the lack of money ever be an issue again to 

resolve extreme hunger, poverty, lack of clean water, to implement programs for 100% renewable 

energy, and much more.” He continues, “This is because the Earth Dollar is fundamentally different from 

everything out there.  It uses untapped assets and blockchain technology to implement a new 

decentralized economic system where wealth is literally generated by caring for our planet and by caring 

for another“.  

With the historic event of the coming together of over 200 Indigenous groups to Standing Rock for the 

protest of the Dakota pipeline, which many groups call the fulfilling of a prophecy, we’re witnessing a 

never been seen before gathering to voice for the protection and preservation of the planet.  We’re 



observing a level of social activism and the raising of global awareness around the need to protect this 

planet very clearly and loudly, which marks the time for the adoption of a solution like the Earth Dollar. 

“I’m flattered and honored with the launch of the Earth Dollar”, says Lord Gery Maes van de Vorst, Co-

founder and the CEO of the Earth Dollar, “I look forward to welcome people to purchase and work with 

the Earth Dollar.  It’s a solution that brings sustainability, harmony and peace for a new global 

economy.” 

To learn more about the plans of the Earth Dollar, or to book an interview, contact: 

press@earthdollar.org, or visit the website: www.earthdollar.org  

 

About Earth Dollar 

The Earth Dollar is a Living Economic System.  Using smart asset tokens and blockchain technology, the 

Earth Dollar is a digital token used to develop a socially and environmentally centered means of 

economic exchange for Indigenous and socially conscious groups.  It brings forth a new sustainable 

global economic system.   

Learn more at www.earthdollar.org  

 

About Mother Earth Trust 

The Mother Earth Trust is a registered non-profit organization on a mission to preserve life on the 

planet.  Through the Wildlife Sanctuary program, World Heritage Sanctuaries are created along-side land 

owners to protect natural resources that keep our planet healthy.  These natural asset are backed in 

creating the Earth Dollar as a token for the preservation of the environment and climate change. 

Learn more at www.motherearthtrust.com 
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